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1. Well-posed and completely well-posed problems for linear par-

tial differential equations have been discussed by Hormander [2] and

more recently and more generally by Browder [l ]. Roughly speaking,

if L is a differential operator in a Banach space X, the problem of

finding a solution of Lu=f,fEX, is said to be icompletely) well-posed

if the range of L is X and if in addition L_1 exists and is (completely)

continuous. In both papers, sufficient conditions are given for the

existence of well-posed and completely well-posed problems for formal

differential operators.

In this paper we are interested in the effect on a completely well-

posed problem of a nonlinear perturbation of the operator L. In par-

ticular, we will show (Theorem 3) that under certain conditions a

completely well-posed problem for a differential operator L remains

completely well-posed for L+A, where A is a nonlinear transforma-

tion in X. Combining this result with theorems in [l], conditions

guaranteeing the existence of completely well-posed problems for

perturbed differential operators can be derived. One such result is

given in Theorem 4 for the case X = L2.

2. Let X be a Banach space, T a transformation with domain

DiT)EX and range RiT)EX. The transformations here are not

assumed to be linear unless it is so stated.
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Definition. The transformation T is said to be asymptotic to zero

il D(T)=X and

.   IM
hm    ..  .. ■ = 0.

M-*»   ||«||

This definition is due to Krasnoselskh and the following theorem,

referred to in [3], to Dubrovskiï, who used it in treating nonlinear

integral equations. A proof of this theorem is included here for the

convenience of the reader.

Theorem 1. If T is completely continuous and asymptotic to zero,

thenR(I+T)=X.

Proof. Let/ be an arbitrary element of X. To prove that u+Tu =f

has a solution, it suffices to prove that the transformation 5 defined

by Su=f—Tu has a fixed point. Noting that 5 is completely con-

tinuous since T is, we need only show, using the Schauder theorem,

that S maps some closed sphere of X into itself.

Let

(1) *(/>-{• ex| ||.-/|| «Sr}

and suppose that for each integer «>0, the set SBn(f) contains an

element Sun not in Bn(f). Then the sequence {u„} has the property

that \\un— f\\ =«, while ||Sk„—/|| =||7mb|| >n. Since T is completely

continuous and the sequence {Fw„} is unbounded, {«„} is also un-

bounded. On the other hand ||m„¡| á||/|| +», so that

||ZX|| n

IWI    > 11/11+«'
But this contradicts the assumption that T is asymptotic to zero,

since for such an operator ||r«||/||M|| cannot be bounded away from

zero as u ranges over an unbounded set. Consequently, 5 maps some

BH(f) into itself, completing the proof.

The main result of this section is:

Theorem 2. Let Lbea linear transformation, not necessarily bounded,

with domain D(L) EX and R(L) = X, and suppose L has a completely

continuous inverse. Let A be bounded, continuous, and asymptotic to

zero. ThenR(L+A)=X.

The proof will follow easily from Theorem 1 with the aid of the

following lemma.

Lemma. If D(A) = D(K) = X, and K is linear and bounded while A
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is bounded and asymptotic to zero, then AK is asymptotic to zero.

Proof. It will be convenient to introduce some additional nota-

tion. Since A is bounded, there is for each r^Oa number s^O such

that ^4Pr(0) CP»(0), using the notation introduced in (1). Denote by

Mir) the greatest lower bound of the set of such s. Also, since A is

asymptotic to zero, there is a real non-negative function P(e) defined

for e>0 such that H^H <e||i>|| whenever ||z;|| >P(«). Given e>0, set

p = P(e/||Jrv||) (if K = 0 the lemma is trivial) and let u be any element

of X such that e||w|| > Mip). There are two cases to consider, accord-

ing as \\Ku\\ >p or \\Ku\\ ^p. In the first case,

\AKu\\       \\AKu\\   \\Ku\\      \\AKu\\
\b\\ <„\\m-

IN       \\Ku\\    \H      \\ku[\

while in the second case

|| ,4 is:M|| Mip)

M(p)/e

so that in any event, ||¿l.rvw|| <e||w|| for ||m|| sufficiently large.

Proof of Theorem 2. Since D(L + A) = DiL), (L + A)L~l

= I+AL~1 = I+T is everywhere defined and from the lemma, T is

asymptotic to zero. Furthermore, since A is continuous and L~l com-

pletely continuous, T is completely continuous. Thus RiI+T)=X

by Theorem 1 and since RiL)=X by hypothesis, it follows that

RiL+A)=R«I+T)L)=X.
It should perhaps be noted here that Theorem 1 remains true under

weaker hypotheses. For example, as is clear from the proof, one need

only assume that for ||w|| sufficiently large, || r«|| ^c||w|| for some

c<l. However, if A has only this weaker property, T = AL~l need

not have, unless some restriction is made on ||-L-1||.

3. Let K be any transformation in X. The problem of finding a

solution uEDiK) of Ku=f,fEX, is said to be icompletely) well-posed

if RiK)=X and K has a (completely) continuous inverse. In this

section we wish to consider the case in which K is a differential

operator and X is a complex Lp space, l^p< °°. The description

which follows is admittedly brief; full details can be found in [l].

Let G be a bounded, open subset of Euclidean «-space, ntil. In

now standard notation, we denote by

P =   H aaix)D"
\a{Sm

a linear differential operator of order m, with coefficients aaix) com-
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plex-valued functions on G, and by P', defined by

P'u =   Z D"(äa(x)u)

its formal adjoint. We first consider P and P' defined on Cg(G), the

infinitely-differentiable complex functions with compact support in

G, and then close them as operators in LV(G) and LP'(G) respectively,

where p' =p/(p—l). These new operators will be denoted by P0 and

Po*. Po and Pi, the restricted adjoint of P0*, are called the minimal

and maximal operators associated with the formal differential oper-

ator P. Let A be a closed linear operator with PoQLÇiPx. If R(L)

= LV(G) and L has a (completely) continuous inverse, then L is said

to be a (completely) solvable realization of the pair (Po, Po*) and the

problem Lu =f is then (completely) well-posed.

Theorem 3. Let g(x, z) be a complex-valued function defined and uni-

formly continuous for xEG, all complex z, such that

(2) U(*,*)|   úcx\z\* + c2,

where Cx, c2, and a are non-negative constants and a < 1. Denote by A the

operator in LP(G) defined by Au(x)=g(x, u(x)). If L is a competely

solvable realization of the pair (Po, Po*), then the problem (L-\-A)u=f,

fELv(G), is completely well-posed provided L-\-A has a continuous

inverse.

Proof. The conditions imposed on g(x, z) insure that A is a bounded

and continuous operator defined on L"(G). (Actually, less will suffice

to give the same result. References to papers giving results along

this line can be found in [3].) That A is asymptotic to zero follows

easily from (2) and hence R(L-\-A) =LP(G) from Theorem 2. Since

L-\-A has a continuous inverse by hypothesis, it remains only to show

that in fact (L4-.4)-1 is completely continuous. In view of the com-

plete continuity of L~l, it suffices to show that if {u„} is any sequence

of elements in D(L) =D(L+A) such that the set {(L+A)un} is

bounded, then the set {Lm„} is also bounded. Suppose then that

||(L+^4)wn|[ <M while {.Lm„} is unbounded. Eliminating those «'s

for which Lun = 0 and setting vn = Lun for the remainder, we have

||4L-Iz;B||=mMn||=||LMn||-M = ||^||-M, so that

\\AL-hn\\               M-- = 1 — -.-•

11 "»I I IWI
But, as in the proof of Theorem 1, this last inequality is impossible
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since AL'1 is asymptotic to zero. Thus {!«„} is a bounded set and

so {un} has a convergent subsequence.

It is clear that the theorem could be immediately generalized to

transformations of the form L+KAM, where A is as described in

the theorem and K and M are linear and bounded. That KAM is

asymptotic to zero follows easily from the lemma.

Finally, a word may be said about the existence of completely well-

posed problems for the formal differential operator P+A. By com-

bining these results with theorems of [l] and [2], a number of results

can be obtained. One example will suffice to illustrate the idea.

Theorem 4. Let p = 2 and let Au = gix, uix)), where g(x, 2) satisfies

the conditions of Theorem 3. Suppose P0 and P0* have completely con-

tinuous inverses on their respective ranges. Then there exists a completely

solvable realization L of the pair (Po, Po*) and a number c > 0 such that if

Ig(x, u) — gix, v)\ ^c\ u — v\ for all complex u, v and allx in G, then the

problem iL+A)u=f,fEL2iG), is completely well-posed.

Proof. The existence of L follows from Theorem 1.2 of [2]. (The

corresponding theorem for reflexive Banach spaces can be found in

[l].) An easy calculation shows that if \gix, u)—gix, v)\ ^c\u — v\,

where c||Z._1|| <1, then for uix), t(ï)G^(i) =DiL+A),

\\u - v\\ ï \\L-iii - C||L-*||H|(I + A)u -ÍL+ A)v\\.

Hence L+A has a continuous inverse and the conclusion follows from

Theorem 3.

Note that the constant c can be estimated from the construction

of L~l given in the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [2]. Hörmander also

gives in [2] conditions which insure the complete continuity of P¿"*

and (Po*)"1.
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